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THURS: Sea/Ari 
41.5, 24/18, SEA- 5.5-- Under, 72% bets on SEA 
ARI- 26, 9, 29, 6 
SEA- 3, 12, 20, 15 

- This game is ugly 
- Seatlle should be able to limit everything that Stanton does, while AP should be able to 

do a decent job on the ground SEA allowing 4+ ypc 
- However, ARI has no way of stopping any receiver aside from the one that PatPeterson 

is defending 
- You have to think this is a spot for Russ, possibly Baldwin out of the slot, but it would 

make sense if they put Peterson on Baldwin as well. 
 
GB/CHI 
38, 16.75/21.25 CHI-4.5, Massive public money on Under, no movement  
GB: 16, 25, 25, 1 
CHI: 7, 15, 5, 14 

- Chicago certainly the better defense of late, that said, GB has played some tough games 
against some decent QBs out here  

- However, they allow nearly 70% completion rate, that’s 28th in the league and allow 10th 
most pass yards, and havent had a pass rush, just a 4.7% sack rate 

- Bear defense has been solidly above average in a lot of places, let’s say this- they are 
like 10-13 in a lot of grades, which is good considering how bad their pass offense is 

- The rush offense however in a bit of a killer spot here- Jordan Howard earning nearly 5 
YPC, top 5 in the league we saw him against NO rush D 

- We know that they will continue to hammer the run, tops 10 in nearly every rush mark 
this year 

- As for Trubisky and hundely? No reason to go there- I thnk each of them has a pretty 
terrible ceiling and this is the lowest total on the slate 

- Maybe Kendall Wright as a value play? Led team in TGTS last week, no Zach Miller RIP, 
GB is terrible to WR 1 

Plays? Howard, Kendall Wright,  
 
CIN/TEN 
40.5, 22.5/18, TEN-4.5, Moving towards cincy 
CIN: 14, 11, 9, 18 
TEN: 22, 17, 23, 16 

- I am gonna say this- I think this game is a trap: one stat above them all- these two teams 
are 28 and 29 in 3rd down conversion rate, that’s a big deal, they are not good at moving 
the football  

- We know we can’t roster mariota against a decen defense in a run first offense, we know 
that Cincinatti’s pass defense is good and run defense is solid, we can’t go to the 
backfield split and no clear WR has emerged 
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- Honestly, the only play from this Game is AJ, and even that I’m worried about TEN 
ranking 7 in DVOA to the WR1 

 
MINN/WSH 
41, 21/20 MINN-1, Moving towards Skins 
MINN: 9, 3, 14, 12 
WSH: 11, 7, 2, 26 

- Case Keenum should start, no questions asked 
- MINN def is good here are a few ugly numbers on them allowing 17 ppg, allowing only 

4.6 yds/play, and here’s the worst 27% 3rd down conversion rate and fewest number of 
TDs per game 

- They are healthy, coming off the bye 
- WSH feels like they could be in a let down spot, and their DEF is overperforming in some 

ways, except in the passing the pass def is elite 
- The rush d has some questions-- over 4 YPC, allowing nearly .4 points per play and 

almost 3 TDS per game 
- They aren’t bad at all, but they have some numbers that feel hard to understnad I think 

McKinnon and possibly Rudolph in play here, as for WSH, nothing I don’t love this spot 
 
LAC/JAC 
41, 18.5/22.5, JAC-4 
LAC: 8, 28, 17, 2 
JAC: 1, 16, 1, 24 

- These defenses are clones of each other-- pass rush and pass defense- limits all evil 
- As a result? Both allow some of the least scoring in the league and some of the most 

YPC to RBS 
- I think Fournette is probably the play here if hes not in the dog house, I just don’t see 

Rivers and Gordon getting anything going here tbh 
- We saw the Chargers play Broncos twice this year, very little RB production, low scoring 

affairs 
- I think this lines up similarly, I’m not that interested in Gordon when Rivers can’t succeed 

and these guys struggled in NE, I think they could struggle here too 
PLAYS? Fournette 
 
NYJ/TB 
41, 21/19, NYJ-2.5 
NYJ: 31, 18, 27, 30 
TB: 29, 26, 31, 11 

- First of all, fitzmagic revenge game in effect, no doubt, that’s the starting point 
- I wish Mike Evans was playing but we should see some good run for Brate and Howard 

here, no doubt they will be in full effect as WR 
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- We have to be cautious about DJax, he will see MoClaiborne who has been good this 
year 

- On the Jets side? Honestly, you have to like Robby Anderson here he’s their leading 
receiver, multiple TDS 

- And I don;t think you sleep on McCown here he’s been crushing lately And bucs are 
allowing 2nd highest completion rate in the league and YPG and still have the lowest 
sack rate in NFL 

- Who knows who the TDs go to, but McCown should smash here 
 
NYG/SF 
41.5, 21.5/20,  NYG-1 
NYG: 24, 21, 19, 32 
SF: 23, 32, 8, 14 

- This is a good spot for the Giants pass catchers, Sterling Shepard should be in a good 
spot, Kwaun Williams out for season with injury and he got 9 targets 

- Not to mention Orelans Darkwa- Giants have been in positive game script just once this 
year and when they were Darkwa got fed 

- On the SF side, the only skill position player left is Carlos Hyde, so FIRE IT UP was the 
lead receiver last week 

 
CLE/DET 
43.5, 15.25/28.25, DET-13 
CLE: 31, 13, 18, 31 
DET: 13, 19 15, 25 

- Matty P Stafford Smashford, they can’t run the ball anyway  
- They are throwing the ball on 65% of plays and DEF grades out well in DVOA, they are 

7, while fantasy points have been a struggle 
- They are allowing a decent amount of passing offense, but they have had some tough 

opponents and now they are going to get a pretty terrible one 
- I don’t see them getting much done here- CLE will be terrible  
- You have to like everyone involved in DET passing offense, but not RB, don’t be fooled 

this rush defense is filthy one of the best in the league 
- Marvin Jones is currently a WR1 in fantasy and has three straight weeks with double 

digit targets, Golden tate has flirted with 10 and 100 yards and is more expense 
- Eric Ebron? Death tilt. But yeah it’s there 10 targets in the last 2 weeks, more than a lot 

of guys 
 
PITT/Indy 
44.5, 27.5/17.5, PITT-10.5, OVER +1.5 
PITT: 6, 10, 7, 5 
INDY: 25, 31, 26, 23 

- Well- this is obscenely obvious, last week it was the texans this week it’s the Steelers.  
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- Obvioulsy, goes without saying that AB, Leveon and company are in a killer spot 
- Hard to decide between the two of them, I think it has to be bell  
- Last year in this spot touche the ball 27 times, for 142 yards and TD, while brown went 

bananas for 27 FPS 
- Could be that way again, really 
- I would bet the over here for the Steelers total- in positive game scrupt this year against 

KC, CIN and even DET he had more than 27 touches in each 
- However, the way to beat this team is through the air, really and we know that AB will 

probably score a TD here, but there are a lot of mouths to feed here-- Schuster, Bryant 
and Bell 

- Maybe just go to Ben? 
PLAYS? Ben, Bell, Brown 
 
 
NE/DEN 
46, 26/19, DEN-7.5 
NE: 30, 27, 28,  
DEN: 12, 4, 3, 29 

- Can you say Gronk smash? Honestly, this is phenomonal week to invest, allowing 10+ 
FPs to the TE, 29th in the league 

- AS for the other receivers, not that interested, I think there is still enough talent in this 
secondary that they should be able to get it done, and I don’t want to overpay  

- This isn’t the same Pats Defense- they havet allowed more than 17 points in a month, 
they changed something I dont know what it is but its working  

- Not touching the Broncos with Osweiller, nothing reliable there 
 
 
HOU/LAR 
46.5, 17.5/29, LAR-11.5 
HOU: 27, 2, 30, 21 
LAR: 2,30, 6, 13 

- These defenses are the opposite, and one team is winning a lot and the other team is 
giving up a lot of points, there is a specific way to design the defense 

- The Rams are the highest scoring offense in football, scoring 83 fantasy points a game 
- You have to love Goff with the WR here, no doubt 
- Watkins is priced up but has an insanely juicy matchup with Kevin Johnson who he 

should just toast to shreds.  
- I love that spot, he only saw 2 targets on 51% of snaps, but as i understand they took 

out the starters in the 4th quarter 
- Hou very good aganst the run, so you have to expect goff to air it out  

 
NO/BUF 
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46.5 24.5/22 NO-2.5, Under-1.5 and Towards NO 
NO: 15, 20, 10, 9 
BUF: 10, 23, 11, 20 

- Didn’t really expect to see so much production from the RB v Buffalo but this is an 
intersing, both teams allowing about 20 points to the positoin 

- AS mestrics go, its a much better spot for Shady  
- It’s like a flip flop- NO oline earning about 4+ YPC, allwoing that much too 
- Buf D line only allowing 3.7 ypc but they earn that too  
- I think the hard part here is that Shady really hasn’t smashed except for against really 

bad DEF, like TB and OAK, but what i do like is that this is not a divsional game, we saw 
that does to RB last week  

 
DAL/ATL 
50.5, 25/28, ATL- 3D 
DAL: 20, 14, 24, 10 
ATL: 17, 24, 13, 8 

- This really sets up nicely for Matt Ryan-- let’s just pretend for a second that Julio catches 
that 45 yard TD  insant +6 points, he finsihes with 28, they probably win the game 

- He wouldn’t be priced at 7700 and they are in need of a win, DAL pass defense is 
improving but I don’t see anyone capable of guarding Julio here and  everyone else is 
healhty here 

- I don;t mind Matt Ryan at all, home favorite in the highest total on the slate? This is great 
game to get on track  

 
 
 
MONDAY: MIA/CAR 
39.5, 14.75/24.75, CAR-10 

- Gross, gross, gross 
- I don’t want anything to do with this game, maybe a little funchess or samuel if I have to? 
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